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 Also, the film itself starts with a graphic on the screen showing the tolls for the high speed rail system. A: I think the poster you
posted is the one from the original in the late 60s (I haven't seen the whole film, so I don't know if the one in the film is the

same or not). It looks like it is the "way they were", from the 60s, and not from the contemporary retro-style used on the movie
poster. However, the train in the poster has the same green tint as the picture that we see in the film. Here is another poster of
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the film, with a different take on the train. That's the same train, but the image is more similar to what we see in the film. Q:
Arguments to a class instantiated in another class? I have a class i have called "Pizza", and it's purpose is to add and remove

ingredients to the pizza. It has a constructor and an addIngredient method, and it all works fine. My question is about the
argument that is given to the addIngredient method. The method takes two variables, one of which is the array of pizza

ingredients. The name of the second argument is PizzaIngredients. But then, how is it able to access the PizzaIngredients array if
it's not inside of Pizza class? Thanks The code to explain my question: Pizza.java public class Pizza { public

Pizza(PizzaIngredients ingredients) { ingredients.addIngredient(price, size, crust, sauce, cheese, toppings); } }
PizzaIngredients.java public class PizzaIngredients { private int price; private int size; private String crust; private String sauce;

private String cheese; private String[] toppings; public PizzaIngredients(int price, int size, String crust, String sauce, String
cheese, String[] toppings) { this.price = price; this.size = size; this.crust = crust; this.sauce = sauce 82157476af
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